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This paper looks at applying Blockchain Smart Ledger Technology, that
supports SmartLedger deployment in key industries, to form the basis of
a ‘smart’ business architecture and Blockchain Operating Model …

SmartLedger
The objective of SmartLedger is to enable
the launch of new Blockchain based
Operating Models that enable:
• < 50% lower operating cost base
• Rapid launch of new asset classes
• Improve margins
• Improved regulatory compliance
SmartLedger exists to deliver a development
environment and solution for Asset
Management, Capital Markets and
Investment Management sectors active in
asset servicing, trading and settlement.
Although the underlying Smart Ledger
Technology (SLT) can be applied to any
industry sector, the focus of this whitepaper
is Asset Servicing as part of broader Capital
Markets activities.

common technology and data standards as
each party within the industry layers has
something different, in most cases a
proprietary architecture, that adds friction
time cost and complexity to what should be
simple business processes.
It is our position that the winner in terms of
competitive advantage will be the
organisation that has the vision to create a
new asset servicing architecture that is
capable of delivering a common operating
approach through collaboration and
enforcement of standards.
Blockchain is a largely mis-understood
technology that for many implementations
remains, from a commercial perspective,
somewhat risky and unlikely to have a
material impact on operating costs.

Capital Markets and Asset Management lack
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Blockchain technologies will transform the
Capital Markets landscape and redefine business
operating models…
Blockchain is a technology that delivers new ways of constructing business
models (as market models) by recording transactions and storing
information in new ways. It is distributed architecture that acts as a
distributed ledger and where the business logic is contained in smart
contracts that enforce and execute things as activities and tasks as
contractual rights and financial obligations. The technology collapses
functional layers in organisations by removing the non-value added and
administrative functions and further delayers industry sectors of participants
whose role is to reconcile, confirm and intermediate with other parties.
Blockchain as a core technology removes the frictional cost and inefficiency
drag on commerce.
The Blockchain is a complete development environment that creates new
opportunities for growth and de-risks business and delivers new levels of
transparency and trust. It is a ‘Peer 2 Peer’ network, distributed ledger
technology and financial ‘rail’ that delivers the ability to accurately record,
trade and service both financial and physical assets efficiently and securely.
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Most financial services and capital markets
activities are reliant upon confirming the
identity and ownership of ‘things’ (assets,
money and value). Each party in the sector
whether corporate investment banking, asset
management and servicing, sells, trades and
distributes products and services these through
layers of intermediaries, brokers and
custodians, where each maintains a separate
record of events, an additional copy of
incomplete information. In asset servicing
information is held on the same asset at each
layer, recorded on different systems, creating
multiple different versions of the ‘truth’.
Each organisation is required to employ armies
of back office functions across compliance,
audit, accounting, legal, settlements and
reconciliation that spend their time validating
and verifying information as the baseline
information is not trusted completely.
Information is stored on multiple mutable
ledgers held across disparate databases that
can be amended, changed and deleted (stolen)
after the event.
At each layer in the industry centralised
systems based on legacy technology sit in a
command and control organisational model
that intensifies the duplication of effort that
make proof of ownership and identity difficult
to establish.
These expensive validation activities are only
there to defend the organisation should a
mistake be made, rather for the benefit of the
investor and asset owner parties. This creates
substantial ‘wasted costs’ on unnecessary
processing in order to protect individual parties
by demonstrating compliance should they be
questioned on their actions.

“Blockchain is already
moving into mainstream.
Every organisation and C
Level Executive needs a
strategy”…
Nick Ayton SmartLedger.io

SmartLedger
SmartLedger is a Blockchain designed for
Capital Markets and Asset Management. A
Smart Ledger Technology stack comprising of
key components, the combination of which
creates a new architecture and business model
for the Asset Management and Services sector.

Key components in the
stack:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Encryption layer as a financial rail
Consensus model for verification
Smart Contracts (business logic)
Process Automation (process logic)
Data source ‘Oracles’ & ‘Side Chains’
Pooled ledgers combining data sets
Distributed Ledger (records)
Dapps (distributed applications) APIs
User Interface APIs
Verification, Authentication
management
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The SmartLedger architecture (SLT) is a verified
Smart Contract development environment for
hybrid Blockchain implementations to satisfy most
business models:

A library of verified Smart Contracts tested by
academia to ensure robust business logic

A Golden Source authenticated Asset
Registry, a Proof of Identity, Proof of
Ownership protocol and API…

Immediately Auditable transaction store
sitting in a distributed ledger…

A Consensus Management layer delivering Proof
of Work and/ or Proof of Stake supporting Lines
of Trust…

Labs environment for clients to get immersed
in Blockchain to test strategies and create
proof of concepts…
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The SmartLedger Architecture
SmartLedger architecture has been created to deliver mutual consensus focusing on identity to
be able to normalise data as a ‘Golden Source’ containing verification of ownership in a single
SmartLedger.
It is this approach that enables the standardisation of processes that service assets, sharing the
same reference data to handle activities such as reconciliations and settlements to near T = 0 to
establish counterparties as a valid trade/ transaction.
SmartLedger consensus delivers permission and privileged access to trust parties – Regulator,
CCP (for netting purposes) and CSD in the early days as Smart Contracts expand to control the
automation, verification and execution of the movement and transfer of all asset classes using
Public and Private keys, where each transaction is hashed to the public Blockchain.
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SmartLedger Registry Golden Source
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Pre trade Portfolio view - delivers an immediate transparent view of all
holdings, positions and credit exposures
Improved automated KYC/ AML through automation of data sources
as Chains and Oracles introducing ‘triple layer voice authentication’
alongside BIO identification
Trading view - real time transaction matching (single source) and T+0
settlement
Automated Reporting and Regulatory tie ins as participating ‘Nodes’
Post Trade view – central clearing not needed, faster post trade
processing, assets on SmartLedger become fungible evidenced for
collateral purposes
Automated execution using Smart Contracts, no need to clear
through central points CCP
Primary issuance onto SmartLedger into common data source
Single ledger for fund and cash accounting, central ledger of all
trades (triple entry accounting view)

SmartLedger SLT stack creates data and process standards that incorporate
Smart Contracts that work within each asset class. It is this standardisation
that improves cycle times, eliminates frictional time and cost delivering a
single version of the truth and the reduction of risk associated with differing
counterparty information.

SmartLedger for Capital Markets and Asset
Servicing
The core of all capital markets and asset servicing businesses is to ensure
that the financial obligations of the parties are met and the owners of assets
receive their entitlement. Unfortunately the current Asset Management and
Global Custody markets are fragmented, multi layered and inefficient to the
point where frictional cost (execution, reconciliation and settlement time),
combined with fees (is poor value for money) leaves the entire market
exposed to a new entrant or party that delivers a new Asset Servicing
Blockchain model at a 30% to 50% cost advantage. The conditions are a
perfect storm for early adopters and the bold to capture substantial
additional market share through:
• Lower operating costs by > 50% enabling dramatic pricing reductions
• Launching new asset classes at low cost
• Improved service levels and better regulatory compliance
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We envisage that the Asset Servicing model
will move to a direct relationship between the
Owner and the Buyer with smart contracts
aligned to the asset that look after the rights
on both sides of the trade/transaction. All
activities written to the ledger as a single flat
accounting structure without each party
whether broker, local custodian, bank, global
custodian, CSD and CCP being involved.

New regulatory principles are required in the
medium term and most regulators have
started to embrace Blockchain because of the
underlying benefits of transparency and
security.
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In this scenario the SmartLedger
implementation will emerge as the Trading
Exchange for handling all assets, linking to
other exchanges as side chains to create a
new generation of securities issuing, trading
and value creation. Handling the netting off
between all parties and the need for a CCP to
manage the variations in margin and cash, as
the common financial rail provides the
backbone for the smart contract to deal with
the variations and any movement using the
consensus model governed by each trusted
and permissioned participating node.

Product(s) will begin to be unbundled and
simplified constructed around smart contracts
closely coupled to each underlying asset,
whether security, derivative or physical asset
commodity. The most efficient design
method.
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SmartLedger treats each asset individually
allowing the owner to trade their value on the
financial rails using a range of digital wallet
functions. This is where Blockchain brings in
the opportunity for Individuals and institutions
to trade their own value and in time cut out
the middlemen.

A CCP, more likely the CSD, could be part of
the network (governance) along with other
market participants. But why use Blockchain to
simply copy the current architecture? Copying
the past rather than inventing the future is a
common trap of many organisations who misunderstand the potential of this technology
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The combination of SmartLedger Blockchain,
SLT stack comprising Smart Contracts solves
the issue where the current market focuses on
‘Institution to Institution’ market model a
place where Custody has carved a role due to
underlying inefficiencies in the model. The
Central Counterparty Clearing House (CCP)
and Central Securities Depositors (CSDs) are
definitive examples of centralised confirmation
due to a lack of trust in the market activities.
And their role will change.

Clearing &
Settlement
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SmartLedger Consortium
Many organisations find it hard to agree on the right strategy for Blockchain
and make the necessary investment. The SmartLedger Consortium provides
organisations with a half way house option, to get immersed in the Blockchain
community, access to research and expertise, and start the journey to
understand and experience the potential of the technology.
Membership of SmartLedger Consortium provides access to the SmartLedger
Labs and the opportunity to work alongside the development teams, to
contribute to the development of and experiment with smart contracts than
will eventually handle the bulk of the work across the entirety of capital
markets, banking and investment management.
Choosing the right Blockchain is fundamental and SmartLedger offers the
opportunity to explore the potential of Blockchain in the context of Asset
Servicing and Investment Management and Custody operations.
Membership Benefits include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prototype new operating models that assume <50% cost efficiency
Access to Research and Top Thinkers
Shared Knowledge base (software libraries)
Work with Blockchain Architects to design test solutions to business
problems
Work alongside some of the best Smart Contract experts
Invites to Workshops and Meet Ups (‘Hackathons’)
Work with the Labs for Testing
Let us build your own Proof of Concept…
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